Welcome to the INFANT ROOMS:
Because of COVID-19 Parents are Not Allowed in the daycare...
Our Infant room is licensed for 10 children, with two caregivers in the room. Ages range from 6
weeks to 17 months split into three rooms. Per TX State Minimum Standards the oldest can’t be
older than the youngest by six weeks. Individual attention and interaction is given to each infant.
Through the day we promote basic cognitive and social skills. Each teacher will make sure that
each infant’s needs are met. Singing, reading, talking and playing are basic activities in the
classroom.
We encourage children to explore and learn about their environment. Materials and toys used
are age appropriate to stimulate an infant’s curiosity
Teachers interact with infants on their individual levels. We believe that eye contact is a very
important part of an infant’s life. We believe that each child learns at his/her own pace and we
see each child as a unique individual. Daily reports are recorded on Daily Connect that parents
can see at any time.
We provide a safe and loving environment, where children feel free to learn and grow with the
guidance and support of our teachers.

INFANT ROOM THINGS TO BRING:
● Formula/ baby food
● 3 onesies (Weather appropriate) please place them in a ziplock bag with their name on
the bag as well as each individual item.
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Please provide a box of diapers, box of wipes, & a tube of diaper cream (once these
items are low you will be asked to send more)
Amount of bottles that your child drank in a day (in a bottle bag)
Bibs (6 all labeled)
Extra pacifier (if your child uses one) the pacifier CANNOT be attached to anything i.e.
toy, string, etc.
Extra formula (incase of an emergency)
Light sweater and socks

PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS YOU BRING:
1. NO BACKPACKS!
2. Please let your child’s teacher know if they will be coming in late, because we work on a
schedule and it is very important for all the students to be on or as close to the same
classroom schedule. There is usually ONLY one teacher at nap so bringing in an upset
child during naptime makes it hard to keep the remaining students asleep and quiet.
(Each child should be in class by 9 am)
3. You may take pictures of YOUR child at any time, but please make sure ONLY your
child is in the picture for liability reasons.
4. For safety purposes we ask that you DO NOT bring car seats and strollers. Teachers will
not accept a sleeping baby in a car seat. If you bring in a sleeping baby in a seat, you
will be asked to remove the baby, physically hand the child to the teacher, and take the
car seat with you.
5. Nothing can be around the infant’s neck at any time. Strings, cords, necklaces, and
teething beads can all strangle an infant. If found we will remove them and ask you to
not bring them to daycare.
6. Infants/ babies are all lovable and cute but we ask that you DO NOT pick up another
child in the daycare that is not yours for liable reasons.
7. Unless parents present written documentation from a health-care professional stating
that a different sleeping position is allowed or will not harm the infant, all infants are
placed on their backs to sleep in a crib.
8. Paci with string, bottles, blankets, and or stuffed animals are not allowed to be in a crib
with a sleeping baby.
9. We CANNOT swaddle any infant to sleep.
10. We will not accept any donated items you wish to give to the daycare center due to
various recalls. You may get with your child’s teacher to see if there is someone else in
need.
11. Unless parents present written documentation from a healthcare professional stating
otherwise your child is required to go outside daily weather permitting.
Thank you,
Infant Room

